
MCX8000 Firmware Release Notes 
 
v1.4 - Issued on 09-12-16 
This update is recommended for all users.  
 
Contains component firmware versions: 
Engine: 0164 
MCU: 2064 
Display: 85170 
 
Changes/Improvements: 
 
Engine 
No changes 
 
MCU 
-Added support for Mac OS Sierra 
 
Display 
No changes 
 
v1.3 - Issued on 08-24-16 
This update is recommended for all users.  
 
Contains component firmware versions: 
Engine: 0164 
MCU: 2063 
Display: 85170 
 
Changes/Improvements: 
 
Engine 
-Added Continuous Play mode support for non-Engine indexed USB drives 
-Fixed issue where triggering hotcues with Slip mode active would cause two beat matched tracks to drift apart  
-Fixed issue where triggering slices would cause two beat matched tracks to drift apart 
-Fixed issue where key information was not cleared after the USB Target drive was ejected 
-Optimized memory resources while setting and deleting hotcues from the same playing track  
-Fixed issue where some supported files types would prompt "unsupported File Type" pop up message  
-Fixed issue where loading an instant double would sometimes display the incorrect waveform 
-Fixed issue where time and waveform scrolling would freeze after performing beat jump 
 
MCU 
-Further improved Pitch fader resolution for both Serato DJ, and Engine  
 
Display 
-Fixed issue where track over 10 mins in length were missing last digit until highlighted 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
v1.2 - Issued on 04-15-16 
This update is recommended for all users. 
 



Contains component firmware versions: 
Engine: 0148 
MCU: 2061 
Display: 8661 
 
Changes/Improvements: 
Engine 
-Fixed edge case issue where holding Shift + platter + roll pad would cause the screen to become unresponsive  
-Fixed issue where holding a roll pad and spinning the platter would cause the screen to become unresponsive 
-Fixed issue where holding shift + cue did not deactivate an Autoloop 
-Improved the response time to pause a track when stop time is > min, and key lock is acti ve  
 
MCU 
No changes  
 
Display 
No Changes 
 
  



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
v1.1 - Issued on 03-07-16 
This update is recommended for all users.  
 
Contains component firmware versions: 
Engine: 0143 
MCU: 2061 
Display: 8661 
 
Changes/Improvements: 
 
Engine 
-Fixed issue where quickly flicking input switch from LN to Engine, to PC causes Serato DJ library view to show on display  
-Fixed issue where right deck letter search was not working when turning select knob clockwise 
-Fixed issue where first letter search while in a playlist would cause Engine to freeze  
-Fixed issue where USB thumb drive was not accessible on power-up when inputs are switched from PC to Engine 
-Fixed edge case issue where screen becomes unresponsive while holding Shift + pitch fader and platter  
-Fixed issue where Shift + Platter rotation in both directions could sometimes cause track to stop playing  
-Fixed issue where Shift + Censor/Reverse did not activate reverse after pressing Censor/Reverse 
-Fixed issue where previous waveform data would sometimes appear for current track  
 
MCU 
-Resolves Channel Fader Start MIDI command for Serato DJ 
-Improved Cross fader contour smoothness  
-Improved Pitch Fader resolution  
 
Display 
No changes 


